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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Sonoma Forge Introduces Its First Kitchen Faucet
with Pull-Out Spray
Part of the Brut collection, the faucet merges high function and versatile, eclectic styling

Brut kitchen faucet
and point-of-use
drinking faucet in
Satin Nickel ﬁnish

(Petaluma, CA, November 2, 2016) In recent years, an
increasingly popular kitchen faucet type is the practical,
easy-to-use pull-out. Now Sonoma Forge expands its
Premium Designer Faucet collection with a pull-out
that stands apart from the rest because of its signature
“industrial chic” look.
“We have always had kitchen faucets in our lineup, but
they all utilized the side spray feature. The Brut is our

response to the growing pull-out spray preference,”
says Erik Ambjor, President, Sonoma Forge.
Rising a statuesque 16¼ inches, the tall tap featuring
the Brut’s raw plumbing parts vernacular makes a
strong design statement. The Elbow spout swivels
with a reach of 9¾ inches—great for larger sinks,
and a hidden button on the pull-out activates the dual
spray feature. The single-control lever handles match
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those in the company’s WaterBridge and WherEver
collections.
From country farmhouses to urban lofts, the Brut
pull-out looks right at home, thanks to its wide range of
finishes, from standard Rustic Copper, Rustic Nickel, and
Oil-Rubbed Bronze to Satin Nickel and several specialorder finishes.
To complete a Brut kitchen suite, choose from point-ofuse faucets, bar faucets, side sprays, soap pumps, as
well as cabinet knobs and pulls. Continue the distinctive
industrial chic look in the bath with lavatory faucets,
Roman tub fillers, and coordinated accessories.
Retail prices for Brut kitchen faucets start at $1,680,
$1,890 with side spray, and $1,850 with pull-out spray.
Like all Sonoma Forge designer faucets and fixtures, the
Brut collection is made in America.

About Sonoma Forge
Located in the heart of Northern California’s wine
country, Sonoma Forge’s roots are steeped in a rich
history of industrial foundries where craftsmen
hand forge metals. We celebrate the art of skillful
metalworking and machining by highlighting the beauty
of metal in our unique line of designer faucets and
tub fillers, dramatic shower systems, and coordinated
bath accessories. Our distinctive product line offer
homeowners refreshing design options with a decidedly
masculine sense of style that enhances any setting,
whether urban loft, country villa, or boutique hotel.
Sonoma Forge’s artistry and attention to detail is
supplemented with innovative technology in models
offered with Sans Hands, our exclusive sensor faucet
technology. All Sonoma Forge products are handcrafted
and assembled by artisans dedicated to forging the
finest, most extraordinary products on the market. For
more information about Sonoma Forge, call 1-800-3305553 or visit www.sonomaforge.com.
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